
Sashiko Shells – quick s/tch 

I live on the Isle of Arran and every village is near the seashore so I chose a couple of shell 
shapes for a quick s8tching exercise.   

You have the template to trace out, and I have taken photographs at some stages of my own 
s8tching to show you how it progresses.  Sashiko is a very precise type of Japanese embroidery 
and in this tradi8on it’s not acceptable to carry threads more than ½” across the back of the 
work as it’s considered wasteful, you should finish off the thread and restart at a new point if 
that is more than ½” or 2.5cm from where the last s8tch leI off.  I looked carefully at where I 
started and stopped on each sec8on – par8cularly on the larger shell – to try and make sure 
that I didn’t do that, and have not carried threads for more than 1cm.   I have shown a photo of 
the back of my piece too to demonstrate, and I begin and finish each separate area with a 
knot.   

I used a thin piece of poly/coMon fabric to s8tch on and backed it with a thicker bit of coMon so 
that it would not distort during s8tching.  As the s8tches are quite short, I did each one 
individually, rather than puNng a lot of s8tches onto the needle at once as I would normally do 
if they were longer ones.  The tradi8onal fabric to use would be a dark blue coMon, with white 
or natural thread for s8tching but I’ve use a couple of the lovely random dyed Sashiko threads 
which are now available, and I think they’re very effec8ve too.   

I will use the piece I’ve made on an art quilt at some point in the future, you could do the 
same, or use them as patches on clothing or bags, or to decorate a cushion front, or even a 
gree8ng card, I’m sure you’ll have ideas of your own on how you could use them. 

The scallop shell is very straighPorward to s8tch, I went up and down the longer sec8on to 
start with, then finished the base.  With the whelk shell I started at the narrow end and worked 
my way up – it’s very simple, just a running s8tch.  Scroll down for paMerns.   
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